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No Government Aid,
No More Disorder?
by Anne Linas
The U. S. House of Represen-
tatives unanimously approved
a compromise measure which
would bar aid for a two-year pe-
riod to students who are found
guilty of participating in riots on
college campuses since last Sep-
tember. The bill would allow
schools to decide individually
whether federal financial aid
should 00 denied students who
participate in campus demon-
strations.
Since the bill does not spe-
cifically define what constitutes
a serious disturbance or substan-
ti~tl disruption, it leaves the
detennination of whether a stu-
dent's crime or refusal to obey a
university rule is "serious" and
contributes to "substantial disrup-
tion," of the Institution.
Withdrawal or denial of fed-
eral aid could be used as a threat
to prevent participation in dem-
onstrations or as punishment for
involvement. The vagueness of
the provision does not allow a
student to know whether or not
his school intends to use its dis-
cretionary power, and what it
will consider "serious" and "dis-
ruptive."
Administration Reaction
President Charles E. Shain
sees the "anti-riot" provision in
another light. "The bill seems to
be an act of spite rather than one
of wisdom;' he said. "It is, the re-
sult of a frustrated Congress
which is giving vent to vindictive
emotions rather than rational
thought."
According to President Shain,
the provision is not only "ineffec-
tive" but also "unwise." I don't
think it will serve to deter a stu-
dent from participating in campus
disorders. First of all, denial of
government support does not
mean denial of all support."
(Financial Aid officer, Mrs. Hart-
ley Pond, stated that last year
242 Conn girls received aid from
federal programs. The other re-
ceiving financial aid did so from
state and private sources.
When asked how he would
handle the situation if a Conn stu-
dent were involved, President
Shain replied, "I don't approve
of all kinds of student violence,
but if such a situation should arise
here, I firmly believe in executing
the law according to due process.
This means a fair trial. I would
rather dismiss a student than bar
her from receiving financial aid,
To me dismissal is much more
serious."
Asked whether he could ever
conceive of violence at Conn
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 2)
CAMPAIGNING RIBICOFF
DEMANDS BOMBING HALT
by Donna Radcliffe
"If by January 20, 1969, the War has not stopped, the next president of the nited States has
no alternative but to stop the bombing in orth Vietnam and enter into serious negotiations as his first
order of business,"
With this uncompromising statement Senator Abraham Ribicoff set the tone of his address to
college students at the University of Connecticut Thurs., Oct. 10. His address constituted an effort to
enlist active support of students
in his senatorial campaign against
Republican candidate Ed May.
Sen, Ribicoff was an out-
spoken critic of the tactics of the
Chicago police during the Demo-
cratic Convention, and is conse-
quently suffering criticism end
lack of support from members
of his own party during his cur-
rent campaign.
NANCY ROCKMAKER
(1948-1968)
A memorial service was conducted last Monday, Octo-
ber 7, at Harkness Memorial Chapel for Miss Nancy (Sam)
Rockmaker. Nancy, 20, a senior at Connecticut College,
died Sunday night, October 6, at Lawrence Memorial
Hospital.
Medical examiner Harold H. Irwin attributed death
to encephalitis.
Nancy was born January 5, 1948, in New York City, the
daughter of Lawrence G. and Dorothy Rubin Rockmaker
of Long Port, N.J.
Nancy was an English major; she lived in windham
dormitory.
She was buried last Wednesday in Beth Shalom
Cemetary, Pleasantville, N.J.
New Haven Draft Counselor
Promotes Resistance Effort
Carl Dimow and Frank Du-
binskas, representatives of the
New Haven Draft Action Group,
in addressing the Peace Club
Thursday night, discussed the
means of resistance by youth in
both Vietnam and America.
People Power
Dimow, a 17-year-old student
at Lee High School in New
~aven, stressed the fact that
people should have power over
their own lives."
The Establishment he said,
Constitutes repression 'of inherent
human freedom. To promote
youth revolt, Dimow is involved
In an underground newspaper
~nd the establishment of an
.D.S. group in New Haven high
schools.
At a conference in Budapest
this summer, Dimow and Dubin-
skas met with representatives of
the N.L.F., North Vietnamese,
and U.S. radicals. The confer-
ence focused on the situation in
America and the means of or-
ganizing youth resistance in both
the U.S. and Vietnam.
In North Vietnam, the goal of
youth organizations is to ~ro~ote
socialism while the orgaruzations
in the South are concerned with
combatting repression in zones
occupied by the U.S. and the
puppet government. Both gr?UPS
employ the means of slow infil-
tration leading to eventual total
liberation.
In
Genocide
regard to activism
(Continued on Page 3, Col. I)
Conn, Wes Form
New Left Seminar
in
A group of 40 students laid
the groundwork for a non-credit
seminar on New Left Politics at a
preliminary meeting last wednes-
day at Burdick.
This non-partisan seminar will
attempt to deal objectively with
some salient aspects of the New
Left: the underlying causes of its
birth the subdivisions of the New
Left,' the aims and methods which
unite the Movement and how
these common goals can best be
achieved.
Sponsored by three m,embers of
the Vietnam Infonnation Com-
mittee, Darryl Ferguson '69,
Donna Rosen '70 and Cathy Ross
'71 the seminar will meet once a
we~k until Thanksgiving, ,
Mr Ronald Glassman, assistant
profe~sor of sociology, will be the
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 3)
Ribicoff continued on the sub-
ject of Vietnam by saying that
the issue was surrounded by one
word: PEACE. "I call for the
immediate halt to the bombing
of North Vietnam ... so that we
can move the Paris peace talks
off the subject of bombing:'
He also stated that to prevent
an increasing number of casual-
ties, the bombing must be
stopped; , . , the risk is worth tak-
ing."
Ribicoff, a co-sponsor of the
Economic Opportunity Act of
1964 and an early advocate of
participation of the private sec-
tor in the urban crisis. also com-
mented extensively on the prob-
lems of the city. He contended
that "affluent America" is far too
ignorant of those in "poor Amer-
ica:' that the primary problem
is one of a lack of understanding.
Our Responsibility
He asked himself and the au-
dience, "What is our responsi-
bility? Are we content to let the
know-nothings dominate each
side of the spectrum?" In answer
h. stated two fundamental prior.
Ittes.
The first priority, he con-
tended, should be given to em-
ployment and training, calling
these "the rood to self-respect.
We should train people, not only
for the <hot summer; but on an
all-year round basis."
Admitting that intensive em-
ployment training will involve
large sums of money, he never-
theless asserted that "a nation
that can sink $30 billion a year
into the quicksands and swamps
of Vietnam, can such a nation
afford $5 billion a year to put
100,000 people to work?"
Second priority was given to
education. "Education in the
slums of America is a failure.
. ' , We are going to have to un-
derstand that we have a corn-
mitment to them."
Ribicoff predicted that the
next Congress will be more con-
servative, and reluctant to pass
appropriations necessary to meet
the social and economic needs
of the nation.
Student Groups Planning
Election Protest Activities
(CPS)- With the presidential
elections one month away, leftist
student and peace organizations
across a broad spectrum have
begun planning a "fall election
offensive," opening a new phase
in the national protest of the
electoral system which began in
Chicago last month and which
. will continue through the inau-
guration in January.
The National Mobilization to
End the War in Viotnam (known
as 'Mobe' for short), a loosely
formed organization which in the
past has coordinated many of
the mass anti-war demonstrations
and which earlier called for the
protest in Chicago, is the one
group so far to become specific
about its plans.
At an initial planning session
this week in ew York, Paul
Potter, a fonner SDS president
who is now on the Mobe steering
committee, said his organization
is aiming at a series of national,
"decentralized" protest activities
"leading up to, but not includ-
ing, disruption of polling places."
Deal With the Situation
The thrust of the activities, he
said, will be to link the contin-
uing war in Vietnam with the
concept that our present political
system, rather than dealing with
the situation, tends to perpetuate
it. The program's main features
are to include:
-On the weekend prior to the
elections, possible presentation
of anti-war generals at public
hearings at which the issues sur-
rounding the war would be pre-
sented, combined with
-Delegations of anti-war dem-
onstrators visiting the nation's
"35 key military bases," located
mostly in the East and South,
staging marches and "love-ins,"
concluding with
-The declaration of ovember
2 as Vietnam Sunday and urging
clergymen opposed to the war
to speak out against it to their
congregations;
-The organization of mass
rallies on the eve of Election Day
supporting a boycott of the
elections as irrelevant and illegi.-
mate, combined with activities
the following day inducting
-Mass demonstrations at poll-
ing places of the major candi-
dates plus various other activities,
including leafleting and guerilla
theatre performances, at other
polling places all across the
country.
"The important point about
Mobe's planning," Potter said,
"is that it provides a chance to
re-introduce the war in Vietnam
as an issue nationally."
The gathering, attended by
20, marked the first such meet-
ing in the city of radical campus
and peace groups interested in
protesting the elections, but al-
ready the lines of political diHer-
ence could be seen emerging.
Jeff Sbero, editor of the ew
York underground newspaper,
Rat, objected to so strong a con-
nection between the elections
and the war. "We should try to
tie the protest more to the on-
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 5)
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Editorial ...
What Rough Beast?
"Human nature needs the piety that belongs to
orne sort of observance." Plato assumed the existence of
absolutes; Christ assumed the existence of absolutes.
Today nobody is absolutely sure if Plato and Christ
actually existed.
We can name our values: love, truth, freedom, jus-
tice. We cannot agree on their meaning. We are unsure,
groping. We are all too ready to jump on the nearest
handwagon promising a return to the good old days
when we knew where we were at.
Hone ty demands that we occasionally close our
ear 10 the shouts - 10 reflect, to assess, to redefine.
Turning and turning in the widening gyre
The falcon cannot hear the falconer;
Things fall aparl; the center cannot hold;
Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world, .
The blood-dimmed tide is loosed, and everywhere
The ceremony of innocence is drowned;
The best lack all conviction, while the worst
Are full of passionate intensity.
Surely some revelation is at hand;
Surely the Second Coming is at hand.
The Second Comingl Hardly are those words out
When a vast image out of Spiritus Mundi
Troubles my sight: somewhere in sands of the desert
A shape with lion body and the head of a man
A gaze blank and pitiless as the sun, '
Is moving its slow thighs, while all about il
Reel shadows of the indignant desert birds.
The darkness drops again; but now I know
The twenty centuries of stony sleep
\Vere vued to nightmare by a rocking cradle,
And what rough beast. its hour come round at last
lauches loward BeJJlehem 10 be born, '
lhe Second Coming" by W.B. Yeats
Conn Census
Letters to the Editor
Objectivity
To the Editor:
The argument in Conn Census
"Statement of Policy" is that
since perfect objectivity is un-
attainable-or never has been at-
tained-it is futile to strive for
objectivity. The fault in this
logic is patent. The implied b~t
unstated premise IS that It 15
futile to strive for any value
which cannot be per fee t Iy
achieved.
When the editors conclude that
objectivity is "a hoax" we rec-
ognize in their reasoning the
fabled sophistry of Aesop's fox. I
doubt that the editors would be
willing to subscribe to the irn-
plications of their own reasoning.
(E.g.: Since perfect justice has
never been attained, justice is a
hoax and we can henceforth
abandon striving to be just.)
There may be good reasons for
a newspaper to altogther aban-
don objectivity, but certainly the
~eason given in the Statement of
Policy will nol hold up. On the
other hand, a newspaper which
announces its intention to ern·
brace "subjectivity" would seem
to be notifying its readers that
henceforth its columns win be
filled with material intended to
express and support the idiosyn-
cratic preferences and prejudices
of its editors.
Such a journal, I should think,
can only be of interest to those
who have a biographical or psy-
choanalytic interest in the per-
sonalities of the editors.
Sincerely,
J. Melvin Woody
Associate Professor of
Philosophy
Hatfield
To the Editor:
T!le article of Oct. 8 concern-
ing Sen. Mark Hatfield's visit to
Conn. College was certainly a
disappointment, showing a glar-
ing lack of understanding of poli-
tical parties and the roles of mem-
bers within the parties. Hatfield
aligned himself wilh Ihe GOP
when it was a minority in the
country, and has stuck by the
Party through its ups and downs
in Ihe pasl 16 years. Hatfield ob-
viously has faith in the Party and
therefore respects the candidates
selected by it, but that does not
mean that he must fall down and
worship Nixon.
Obviously a political party is
more than just the candidates -
it is the people behind the candi-
dates. Party platfonn is not one
man's opinion. It is the result of
many minds working together,
compromising and demanding,
makmg a general consensus in the
end result. Hatfield has not sold
out to ixon. Rather, as he
stated, he is working within the
party structure to demand and
compromise, in hopes of having
at least some of his program es.
pecially his ideas about Vie~am
put into permanent policy. '
The facl that Hatfield did nol
enthusiastically endorse Nixon
the other night demonstrates his
(Hatfield's) integrity. I Ihink he
was quite honest with us about
his opinion of Nixon.
Anyone who can find solid evi.
dence that Hatfield is one of "the
main champions of Nixon's candi-
dacy" should state references.
Anyone who holds one man as
spokesman of all truths, i.e.
Kenyworthy, is not particularly
open·minded. Anyone who denies
that change can take place
through the "political processes"
should try changing from within
before making false charges
Don't for one moment beiieve
th~t the McCarthy movement is
gomg unnoticed by the Republi-
can.s and Democrats. Anyone who
beh,eves realism and idealism
can t work together should. try
(for the first time for many so-
called liberals) working in a real-
istic system (party structure) to
attain their ideals. Anyone who
doesn't know that parties actually
function on a volunteer basis
naturally doesn't know that the
poor can hold elective office if
they can muster the support.
There are four paying jobs in
College Republicans in the
country. And any paper which
allows' poor type-setting so the
race question can't be under-
stood, should fold.
Nancy Payne '69,
Co·Chairrnan
New England College
Republicans
Anti-Nixon Campaign
To the Editor:
We were, and are, thoroughly
disgusted with the last issue of
Conn Census. First of all, it was
no "Conn Census" of opinion,
since there is a Young Republi-
cans Club of over 400 members,
as well as a Liberal Coalition on
campus.
Secondly, the purpose of an
all-college newspaper subsidized
primarily by the college is NOT
to present a biased report to its
readers. This should be reserved
for the editorial page,
The statement of policy in no
way excuses the inequities of the
paper. It should not be the re-
sponsibility of the readers to
maintain the equilibrium of
biased opinion. Each party
should be given equal time and
concern BY THE STAFF, even
if it only involves a simple pre-
sentation of views expressed by
qualified Republicans or Repub·
lic.:l.ll candidates.
The anti-Nixon articles have
been inordinately prevalent, and
yet Mr. Wallace, whom the ma-
jority considers far more danger-
ous to the cOlllltry, has scarcely
been mentioned, On a progres-
sive and open·minded campus,
as this one is supposed to be,
he should also be subject to
criticism.
Senator Hatfield did not ne<>
essarily give a clear-cut explana·
tion for his support of Mr. Nixon,
but the reasons he did give
should have been stated without
editorializing, thereby giving us,
the student body, the opportlUlity
to make our own judgments, as
we are all capable of doing.
The nltimate concern of any
college newspaper should be the
equal representation of ideolo_
gies, as exemplified by the
Presidential poll sponsored, curi-
ously enough, by COlUl Census,
Sally Underwood '71
Connie Green '71
Carol Amennan '71
Jacquie Shaw '71
Debbie Enoch '71
Diane Blum '71
Patricia Zincke '71
No Concensus
To the Editor:
Mter reading the October 8th
issue of Conn Census, I feel COIn-
pelled to state my opinions 'on
the nature of the paper this year.
What kind of impression does
Conn Census give of campus
activities? Consider the front
page. There was a very deroga,
tory review of Senator Hatfield's
talk; Linda Rosenzweig's opin-
ions are fine for a letter to· the
editor, but a report of a speech
is not the place for her views.
Other articles deal with a
Socialist Party workers' proposal
for student revolution, this year's
program for CURA, and Black
courses instituted at three col-
leges. Inside there is a notice
advising us to boycott grapes and
an anti·war cartoon, as well as
a cutting interview with Miss
Watson and articles on the bomb-
ing of ROTC buildings at Ber-
keley and on a student's summer
as a community action worker.
I believe that predominance
of these articles concerned with
radical and minority groups and
the subjective reviews of campus
activities are not reflective of the
attitudes and interests of the ma·
jority of Conn College students,
but rather a platform for protes·
tors. I'm not saying their views
should not be expressed, but let's
keep it in perspective.
Would, for example, the Serv-
ice League (a very active organi·
zation, too) and the lecturer on
Christian ethics be front page
stories as were CUAR and the
Socialist Party speaker! They
might not have a sensational ap-
pesl, but they are an importanl
(Continued on Page 5, Col. 5)
Doesn't Anyone Know
Our President's Name?
by Georgiana Eliot
. We rolUlded the corner of the library. Everything had been going
fme. Her mother had asked me the number of dorms the number of
students, my major, all of which, luckily, I knew. But as we pro-
ceeded toward Windham she said·
"Who's the president of the CoHege,"
Pamc ensued, but I composed myself quickly. Being thankful
for the number of hourlies I took withoul studym' g I said,
"Oh h ' , ,, e doesn t live on campus. He lives just off campus. He
went to Princeton."
We were inside Windham. I showed them a Conn Census des-
perately searching the pages for an article about our preside~t, or
even a statement made by him. There was nothing.
The mother stood next to me,
."The President went to Princeton? That's nice. What did you
say IS name is?"
"Yes, he went to Princeton," I said. "It's really nice having the
Ivy League atmosphere on campus."
. I brought them to a room in Windham. While they were look·
mg at the size of the closet and counting the number of electrical
outlets, .r. rush~d through the donn, asking girls our president's name.
I got bIts of mformation like:
"I think he used to be a history teacher."
"I think he's blond."
k
"Ishn't he the one in the white station wagon?" But nobody
new t e name.
ith "S~mebodY thought of a C-book, but nobody had a C-Book
e r er. reSpIratIon was beginning to form on my forehead. I made a
~r:~~~~rt to r~member Freshman year; I shook his hand at the
P
. reJcel?tlOn. Sophomore year, I saw him lead the academic
receSSIOn. UIllor year so bod . d h hwas lk' ' me y pomte im out to me when e
;;I~ mg acr;:ss campus. It was useless. I went back to my visitors.
m sorry I .d ''I'll hduty now." ' Sat. ave to leave you here. I have a bell
Tuesday, October 15, 1968 ConnCenlul
Politicize Grandma
Page Three
(Revolution Begins at Home)
by B. Ann Kibling
We seem to be on the subject of grapes. And 1feel
pulsion to tell you all something that happened this s a comI-di . h ummer.
was spen mg some ttrne at orne before returning to school.
My grandmother - an affluent southern Connecticut I d. tth hay, anepIcurean WI er very own sports car - was visiting She d I
icki t th b . anwere pIC ng ~u ~m-on- e-co at a fruit stand outside of town,
and she was mtngued by the beautiful green grapes.
Having been through the whole thing at the dinner tabl th
night before, I thought she was kidding when she started tob e
"Oh d'N uysome. . no, you on t. 0 grapes, remember?"
"But your father would love some grapes."
"Too bad for my father. Some little migrant kids would lik
some food, I betl" e
"How do you know these grapes are from California?"
"Believe me they're from California."
"Maybe they're from New York! Sir, could I have two
pounds ... J>
"No I Buy peaches. Why don't you buy peaches?"
"They probably aren't even from California. You're being
silly. What difference does it make?"
So I asked the man: "These grapes are from California
aren't they?"
"Yes'm."
"See? Now buy peaches, will you?" My grandmother is mili-
tant, but I was more militant. She didn't want to cause a scene
so, shaking her head and muttering to herself, she looked ave;
the peaches. I continued to speak to the fruit-stand man: "Sir,
you reallY.shouldn't buy these grapes, on account of the boycott.
People WIll buy some other kind of fruit if you don't have
grapes."
"You supporting the boycott?"
I said yes, very proudly.
"What good's it gonna do ya?"
As we got into the car with our corn and peaches my grand-
mother shook her head. "What a selfish man!"
A week later my grandmother was back in Grennwich and
was visiting a friend who was in the hospital. (1 know this story
is true because my little sister was there and reported it to me.)
The sick friend had a fruit basket in her room with get well
ribbons all over it. It contained, among other things green grapes
(they're very pretty). '
"Oh, NO!" my grandmother cried in dismay, calling her
friend's name. "Why, I'm surprised at youll"
All the other visitors (maybe some of your grandparents)
tmned and stared at my grandmother. "The ideal I'm surprised
at you having grapes. You know you oughtn't to have grapes!"
"1 like grapes."
"Tell us," said somebody, "why shouldn't she have grapes?"
"Surely, you all know about the boycottl"
"No, tell us about the boycott."
"Well, now I'm not sure, but I think there's a strike. A strike
in California, I think,"
"Well, I'm not in favor of all these activists and demonstra-
tions, anyway," her sick friend said.
My grandmother glared and said in a most vindictive tone:
"You're not in favor of little children starving, are you? When
you buy grapes, little children starve. Did you know that?"
Everyone agreed not to buy grapes for a while. "Will you let
us know more about it, and tell us when we can buy grapes
again?" someone asked.
"Well, okay ... " my grandmother smiled proudly. "But I'll
have to ask my grandaughter.'
[
Stresses Activism as Political Focus
DIMOW
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2
America, Dimow stated, "I came
back with the feeling that ...
because the war is now a war
of genocide, it should be a pri-
mary focus for anyone who has
any political feelings." Dimow
proposed three ways to aid the
termination of the war: mass
demonstration, an attack on the
war machine, and most impor-
tant, more and more turbulence
for change in America.
At the conference, Dimow dis-
covered a new personal concept
of the Vietnamese as a pacifistic,
straightforward people wbom, he
said, are "very beautiful and
very sad."
ODD BODKINS
..If l100H~%1ff~m~II.I6T~A'f,
~Pl.f; oR "'~llJIISAI\f;OJTTo
~61 rot> A~O~oc~t.~~A.·V
1<' OlJT To ~'f ~OIJ.. 1fje;
c-HA~~esA~~~OlJM6
PARAf,lolp ..
CNVA Peaceful People Doing
"Their Thing" A t Voluntown
"Nonviolence." ... a concept
which America has forgotten the
meaoing of in the last five years
... To some, however, such as
those living at the farm bead-
quarters of the ew Englaod
Committee for onviolent Action
in Voluntown, Connecticut, non-
violence and its corollaries of
love and dedication are really
what it's all about.
New England CNVA is a paci-
fist organization which was ini-
tiated in the fall of 1960 after
the summer-long Polaris Action
Project in New London and
Groton. It protested the construc-
tion of Polaris submarines at
Electric Boat Company and at
the sub base in Groton.
Centered first in a large house
in Norwich and then in a store--
front office in New London, the
Committee later moved in June
of 1962 to a forty acre farm in
Voluntown.
Regional Program
The regional program consists
of a wide variety of activities:
continuing protest against Polaris
submarines, numerous demon-
strations, vigils, leafletting, picket
lines, and frequent civil disobedi-
ence actions at military bases,
defense plants, and Federal
buildings.
The "Peace Caravan" is an
element of the organization
wbich is aimed directly at
schools and colleges. It is a
group of NE CNVA personnel
who visit campuses throughout
New England and New York,
distributing literature and speak-
ing with students.
Farm A Living Reality
The farm in Voluntown is
many things ... it's a place where
"do your own thing" becomes
a living reality, rather than an
already worn-out cliche of our
generation. It's a place where
one can retain his own individu-
ality while striving for a common
goal.
The success of Voluntown de-
pends on the commitment of its
people. At present, approximately
by Melodie Peet
VOLUNTO\VN resident ignites draft card in a demonstration in
Washington, D. C.
fifteen are living at the farm.
One of the most interesting is
an eighteen-year-old girl named
Pat. She came to Voluntown di-
rectly after the confrontation at
the Democratic oonvention in
August. She plans to remain there
for "a long time." Having
dropped out of school two years
ago, Pat has been completely
committed to the peace move-
ment since then.
Another resident of the fann
is Fred Moore. He spends most
of his time writing pamphlets for
the draft resistance movement.
His wife Suzy is presently in jail
awaiting trial on a charge of de·
facing government property. She
poured paint on draft files.
Inner Convictions
Perhaps the most impressive
thing about these people is their
serenity and their inner conviction
that what they are doing is right.
Their lives reflect their beliefs.
A twenty-year-old boy arrived
in Voluntown from the Bahamas
in June. He is still there, but
plans to leave soon for Alaska
Lowenstein Attempting Upset
Of Conservative Incumbent
by Nancy Kyle Hamilton
"Allard Lowenstein can retain
hope in young activists and give
them reason to work in the poli-
tical system," comments Donna
Rosen, a Conn supporter for
Lowenstein, the Democratic-
Liberal candidate in the 5tb
Congressional District, Nassau
County, L.I.
Caught in a traditiooally Re-
publican dis t ric t , Lowenstein
could upset his opponent, Hepub-
lican.conservative Mason Hamp-
ton, because of his active college
and higb scbool supporters.
Among these Lowenstein work-
ers are Donna Rosen, Mary Graff,
juniors, and Nancy Elias, sopho-
more, who travel to Democratic
headquarters in Rockville Center,
L.I. every weekend for can-
vassing. Promoting him as being
instrumental in thrusting Senator
Eugene McCarthy into the presi-
dential race, these determined
door·to·door canvassers are trying
to communicate Lowenstein's
ideas to every inhabitant of the
5th district.
A particular focal point of
national coverage. the race In-
volves 39 year-old Lowenstein,
liberal vice-chairman of Ameri·
cans for Democratic Action, an
initiator of the "Dump Johnson"
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 4)
wbere he hopes to implemeot
the theory of passive resistance
and teachings of Ghandi.
Not Up-Tight
The "over thirty" generation is
not without its representatives at
the camp. Their age is the only
characteristic which they have in
common with their counterparts
in white middle class suburbia,
for they exhibit enthusiasm, hope
and dynamism-without any evi-
dence of being "up-tight.'
Erika Enzer is one of the long
term residents of the Farm. She
has been active in nonviolent
protest in this area for many
years.
Dinner at the farm was a novel
experience for this reporter.
Fresh broccoli and tomatoes
from the gardeos and baked
apples were served with fish (for
those of us who were not vege-
tarians) and, .. eaten with relish
by all ... no mechanical shovel-
ing ... and ... people talked
about good things.
ELECIlON PROTESTS
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)
going demands of the move-
ment," he said without becom-
ing more specific. "The war is
kind of an old issue."
More Than This Time
Objections were also raised to
the idea of counter-election polls
at which persons opposed to the
three major candidates could
cast their vote at an alternative
polling place set up for the day
by the protestors.
''That tends to give the idea
that we just don't have a choice
this time," Shero said, "when in
fact we've never had a choice"
Other speakers emphasized
the need for clear explanation
of why the election protest is
being staged. While supporting
the proposal for a boycott, one
activist contended, "This is going
to be the first day of the rest
of the movement \Ve have to
give people good reasons fo<
what they're doing."
Students, Mobe says, are
"drawing the connections be-
tween the war and society as they
see the relationship of their uni-
versities to both the war and
the federal government," On
election day, it urges them to
center their activities on "point-
ing out the ties that exist be-
tween the war machinery and
the university, through ail-day
teach-Ins, confrontations with
draft boards, or other actions
aimed at forcing universities to
end military research." Students
are also urged not to attend
classes ovember 5.
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Randi Freelon '69
Awareness Catalyst
IUDdaIl Cowpor fuoolon. '00,
bam ill Pbiladelp' Pmn.)'I-
, is ttrw::ti\ -e, 20-)'8T.
aid BIad< studmt bese. "01)' well
"-" the col1"&" community
tIuough b<r eodta,.... to keep
b<r C<lIIltlldes tnda1I), mel poIi-
ticalh eware, Randi is tbnugb!
of . a necesar)' catal)'St in the
"Conn~:
In spite of be- limo-<:ollSUJlling,or. studio art, mall)' of the
,eal!l' acti\ e orgonizalions on
mpus h., e found Randi on in-
,a1uabl
he is p<=t1y im-olved in, stu-
d t ~ovemmeet, acting as vice-
prosideot; the Afro-American
Club, founded in 1967, the Hark-
n Chapel board, an advisory
lement to the Reverend I. Barrie
hepherd in making Chapel
etivities more relevant to stu-
dents: the Save the Biahan Cbfl-
dren 'ow project, working with
Carol whine in a fund raising
campaill"; and, the follow-up of
the ummer Humanities Program,
con'isting of keeping in contact
wilh the 15 high school juniors
and seniors in the New London
are to make the program more
beneficial.
The Binfron Plight
Randi has become totally com-
milled to the Binfrnn plight, She
con tders the crisis as "just an-
other C8Se 01 lhe white man play-
iag lhe Black against the Black
mo.n to protect his own interests."
Since Oct 3, according to
Rand!, $431.22 has been col.
lected in answer to the urgent
pica. PlllJlsare being made for a
dinner last sometime during the
RANDI FREELO pamcipates
in a meeting of the Campus Life
Committee.
month of October, the money
saved will abo be conbibuted.
M with this reporte" the I'1lcinl
situation is uppermost in Randi's
mind. On the campus level, she
advocates attracting a wider
variety 01 studonts from minority
group. A pre-freshmao and a
pre-sophomore year seem 10 her
a plausible solution to 'each the
... b-coUege material students.
Randi commented thai sbe is
pleased with Conn's admissions
office in including the memben
of the Afro.Am club in a wide
scale recruitment process.
"I tbinJ; that there should be
people working from within and
from witbnut the system at the
same time. This is not an ideal
approach but an """"Ptable one.
The problem is 50 vast thai any
~lIY )'OU can get to it is better
than no way; sbe stated.
On Blaclc Literature
Randi continued that she was
'''''Y disappointed last year when
the ... ggestion of a Black Utero-
tw"e course met with some op.
position from the English depart-
ment.
"I consider it a gross insult to
me; she said, lhat memben of
the English depa_ent did not
consider great Black amsts like
RA '01 portrays the Wicked
Witch of the North in last year's
presentation of The Wizard of
Oz.
Richard Wright, James Baldwin,
Ralph Ellison, Le Roi Jones,
Countee Cullen. and other major
Black and major American writers
to be exemplary enough of Ameri-
can life to include them in a
greater way in English courses.
"To deny the existence of great
Black artists is a lie."
\\'hen asked if the major em-
phasis should be placed on Black
history and Black Uterature
courses as such, rather than on
intertwining these COurses in the
present systems, Randi replied,
"'when the pendulum swings one
way for so long, it is only natural
for it to swing the other way ...
the courses must be dealt with
separately, now.
/IWhen the distortions of white
history and white literature have
been realized, then hopelully
someone will write a true history
in which there are true heroes,"
On the national level, she be-
lieves that the American Indian
perhaps, has been dealt a
rougher hand than the Black
man.
She insisted that they must not
be excluded in considerations of
the racial crisis.
TOkenism Repulsive
Randi continued that any kind
of tokenism is completely repul·
sive to her, She is convinced that
America's hope for the future lies
in the Black people, since they
are the ones clamoring most for
change. Conversely, she thinks
the Black people's hope lor the
future lies in the radical whites
because 01 their 'in' with the
power struct'ltre.
l'be Black revolution has just
begun. I can only bope that the
rest of it will be as peaceful as
the pasl live years.
"The Black man has gotten
more confident because he sees
that he does have an ace in the
bole, he does have a hand ove,
'the man' in the final analysis. We
have to use this to it's full ad-
vantage.
"Every Black person is a micro-
oosim of the racial situation feel-
ing the sporadic frustration ~Ithe
entire movement, with its tre-
mendous stumbling blocks. There
is no turning point; we can't turn
back; the only way is lorward
the direction the movement ~
going in right now," Randi con-
cluded.
Compliments of
SEIFERT'S BAKERY
225 Bank 51. 443.6808
New President, New Tactics:
Columbia Revolution Continues
by Maria Pellegrini
An experienced' professional,
even "slick" diplomat, he has at
least satisfied and even partly
captured and directed tHe ideal-
ism of the great moderate ma-
jority of Columbia students. Cor-
dier represents the hope of rea-
son and refonn-even of revolu-
tion, however slow and peaceful
it may be. ~
It was the moderates support
six months ago that was largely
responsible for the success of the
student strike that effectually
closed down the University.
Suspicion
Although Cordie, is viewed
with suspicion by many "anti-
establishment" students and is
certainly not olfered overwhelm-
ing support, he is generally con-
sidered as open, honest and ap-
proachable.
Cordier has displayed his own
brand of confrontation politics
by walking in and speaking out
at student gatherings on the Co-
lumbia lawns.
"We've gotten the basic de-
mands of last spring," stated one
student involved in the strike,
"we've made the initial Drood."
Cordier has halted, indefi-
nitely, construction of the gym
in Morningside Park, pending an
investigation of the views and
needs of the Harlem community
which the park services. He
has stated that the community
should have the "right of judg-
ment" over the project.
Severed Ties
Since taking over the presi-
dency, Cordier has finally sev-
ered the University ties with the
Institute for Defense Analysis.
He has recently alUloWlced
that the University is consider-
ing naming a Negro to its board
of Trustees.
Finally, he offered the rein-
statement 01 42 suspended stu-
dents and in an Wlprecedented
move requested that the city
drop charges against nearly 400
students arrested.
Yet, the university is moving
swiftly on plans to develop a 40-
block area north of the campus
which will displace nearly 10,000
low-income residents to make
room for a manufacturing-re--
search complex.
The Cox Commission report
on the spring disorders placed
the greatest blame for the unrest
on the fact that the administra-
tion «too often conveyed an at-
titude of authoritarianism and
invited distrust:' Cordier is not
likely to repeat the mistakes of
his predecessors.
Hecklers Removed
As a final proof that the credi-
bility gap does not necessarily
exist only between the student
and the administration: at a re-
cent student assembly when the
new Columbia College dean,
Carl F. Hovde, was being
shouted down by some radical
hecklers, simply appealed to his
~udience with, "They're depriv-
mg both 01 us of our right to
free speech." The hecklers were
quickly and quietly removed.
There is a widespread student
distrust 01 Mark Rudd, whose
p?rsonality was one of the key
pillars of the demonstrations and
the strike. As one member of the
strike steering committee said
"No one could be sure what
Mark was in it for anymore. He
would lead a demonstration and
get his picture on the COver of
Newsweek."
ConnCensus
Can a mood of violence and
a spirit of revolution be dissi-
pated by a long, cool summer?
Must urgency lade with lime
and be heard only as an ecbo?
Columbia.
Passing from a tortured spring
to a cool summer, Columbia
University has returned this fall
to an almost stable existence in
pursuit 01 Truth and Beauty.
The revolution, in contrast to
its supporters, did not return
from summer vacation invigor-
ated. Radical leaders at first
sought to create some kind 01
immediate confrontation in an
attempt to bring at least the ex-
citement, if not the substance,
of the previous struggle.
At an SDS demonstration
which closed down registration
the participants tried to redefine
and even to rediscover their
militancy.
No Jeers
This reporter asked several
students passing the center-cam-
pus sundial, "Why aren't you
sitting in, or walking out, .or at
least gathering a jeering crowd
here at the sundial?
"Are you that satisfied with
Columbia?"
Their replies were of two
kinds. The first was apolitical.
"There's a lot more to educa-
tion than confrontation politics,"
one student commented. "That's
not to say that there is nothing
to be learned on the streets or
at the sWtdial, but I want to be
able to go to class if I choose,
there's a hell 01 a lot to be
learned there, too.
New Courses
"Some of the professors have
realized the need for change and
restructured their classes. Some
of the classes are even like the
'liberation classes' of last spring;
it's education as well as infor-
mation."
The second type 01 reply was
political, simple and direct,
"Cordier."
Dr. Andrew W. Cordier is the
acting president of Colwnbia
University, having taken over
that position following the Au-
gust resignation of Dr. Grayson
Kirk.
LEFT
(Continued from Page I, Col. 3)
seminar leader, but he will not
lecture.
He will attempt to channel the
discussions, but the responsibility
for giving the discussions some
direction will lie with the stu-
dents, who are expected to do the
required reading each week.
Donna commented, Mr. Glass-
man expects to gain from the
seminars, just as the students
will.
"We students will be doing
the work, in return for some
guidance," Donna concluded.
Cathy stressed the importance
of the male point of view in
getting a clear, balanced idea 01
the progress 01 the New Left.
Joint Effort
The seminar will be conducted
jointly with Wesleyan. As now
planned, there will be four sec-
tions of the seminar, two on the
Conn campus and two at Wes~
leyan.
Each section will be composed
of roughly twenty students, with
an equal disbihution of Conn
and Wesleyan students. The lirst
session will meet Wednesday
Oct 23. '
A member 01 the Wesleyan
SDS went to Boston last week
In order to consult leaders of
the Movement there. They pro--
~ded him 'vith suggested read-
mgs and recommended some
guidelines for the seminar.
AL LOWENSTEIN
(Continued from Page 3, Col. 4)
c~mpaIgn who refuses to endorse
VIce-President Humprhey versus
Rep. Hampton, one of the
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 3)
Both Cordier and Hovde have
successfully alienated the SDS
From their great mass of student
support. Symptomatic of this
success, "after a spring of fan-
tasy and a summer of fantasy
idealized, Columbia SDS has
come to the end of an epoch. A
general assembly Oct. 3 accepted
with surprising good grace and
without opposition a return. to
the SDS pre-April lonnat of de-
centralized confrontation groups,"
What it meant in fact was an ad-
mission of failure. As SDS mem-
ber Gonzalez stated, ''We op-
ened the year with the goal of
shutting down the school and
we didn't do it,"
SRU Plan
Yet all this is not to say that
the Columbia student has con-
sented to allow the administra-
tion to shuttle him along the
path of total civility and serenity.
Students for a Restructured
University (SRU), who broke off
from the SDS Strike Steering
Committee last spring released
a general plan on Oct. 3, calling
for a drastic overhauling of the
University structure.
Included in the plan are pro-
posals for:
-a Joint Legislature of about one
hundred members, half students
and half faculty, with final au-
thority in all University matters;
-election of the President of the
University, the deans of divisions,
and chainnen of deparbnents on
the principle of one~man, one-
vote;
-subordination of all administTa-
tors to committees of the pro-
posed Joint Legislature;
-election of Trustees, as vacan-
cies occur, alternatively by all
alumni and all members of the
University commWlity, for six
year tenus;
-an independent judiciary, hall
students and half faculty.
Constant Revolution
In its fourteen page proposal
,eleased last night, SRU stated
that it hoped "these proposals
will lead to a never-ending revo-
lution in the University-a con-
stant innovative experiment with
education."
The mood of confrontation
and violence has IlDt died com-
pletely at Columbia. I witnessed
one such "confrontation:' About
thirty Black students gathered
on the stepa of Earl Hall on their
way to a meeting of the Afro-
American Society. Since April
any gathering produces instant
response from campus police,
six of whom lined up across the
walkway from the students
swinging their night sticks nearly
in unison. Eventually the Blacks
went inside to their meeting.
But twenty' minutes of icy
stares, an occassional catcall ac-
companied only by swinging
clubs was enough to convince
me that violence was indeed not
a dead issue.
Violence Unlikely
If Cordier is consistent in his
new open approach, violence is
unlikely except possibly during
the upcoming election. However)
forces outside the University
with non - university directed
grievances may well be the
cause.
Crowds do not necessarily
represent concern. Confrontation
is not always creative. Rebellion
does not always result in revo-
lution. Columbia took its first
tremhling step on the road to
revolution last spring. Though
not as shakey, Columbia took a
second step this fall through Dr.
Cordier. We can only hope that
neither he nor the University
will lose its momentum.
.....
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Nixon Again Promises "Honorable End to
Demonstrating by College Students Rouses Audience
by B. Ann Kibling and Kathy L. lli1ey
"The difference between a
Nixon rally and a Humphrey shoved and pushed the students
rally is that at the Nixon rally quite roughly. Steve Bauer, Trin-
we shout down the hecklers." ity ;0, reported that some had
With this remark Richard M. been puncbed in the face and
Nixon, speaking at Hartford one kicked in the stomach.
Oct 4, dismissed the issues and The "hecklers" tactics were to
ideals being raised by anti-war shout anti-war and anti- lixon
demonstrators present at the slogans whenever the candidate
rally, paused in his speech. Each time
The crowd of 5,000-evidently these shouts and counter-shouts
P
roud of their vocal abilities in by supporters lasted about half
35 d a minute.shouting down stu ents-. "ICKl"
cheered Mr. Nixon with their
first enthusiastic response of the The demonstrators made good
evening. Until the "heckling" be- use of the pre-planted ixon
gan, the crowd was largely cold signs. By tearing up signs with
and disunited. When cries: of the words Dick ixon on them,
"We want Peace" were raised, they supplied themselves with
many signs reading" lix,".. 0"
the audience reacted loudly and and "ICK."
emotionally against the common Whenever the demonstrators
enemy REPORTER-INFILTRATOR Ann Kibling caught in Nixon costume
The'remainder of the 15 min- and Resistancebutton. photo by Riley ~~~~:o~:~e:p aa f~geN.~~
ute address consisted of meticu- on's the One" banner in front of
lously vague remarks by Mr. tual occupant to hold up in front played songs by the Association, them to block the peace signs
Nixon and persistent protests by of the candidate and the tele- the Beach Boys and the Union and anti- ixon signs from the
the demonstrators. Nixon: "Give vision cameras. Presumably, this Gap. Presumably the feedback view of television cameras. The
us a chance and we will bring measure was taken just in case was not deliberate. "hecklers" therefore found it
an honorable end to the war", the Nixon-supporters had neg- The evening's more formal necessary to change their place
and "The way to stop the bomb- lected to bring their own signs. ceremonies were begun around in the hall several times.
ing is to stop the war." or brought signs that weren't as B p.m. as an MC announced, During one such move this re-
Besides voicing his discontent witty. "Please. Will you all sit down porter noticed a group of five
over the predicament in Vietnam, Am 0 n g the s e pre-planted and take a seat." black girls, about 16 years old,
Nixon expressed horror over via- signs were: Swing with Dick, The invocation included the wearing ushering costumes, The
lence in, our own country. De- East Granby for Nixon, Snoopy words "Save us from violence, following exchange took place:
ploring the lack of "law-and- concedes to Nixon. Dick, you're discord, and confusion ... We "Where are you girls from?"
order", he continued that "a Ours, Here Comes the Judge and pray that there may be justice "Hey, another reporter! what
President cannot go out to the others. The more Nixony Nixon and peace at home ... and that paper you with?"
country for fear of constant de- signs were We Want a Strong some day, through thy good "Just a college paper. Ccnnec-
monstrations." Leader-Nixon, Remember the works (and maybe the CIA'S) ticut College."
Nixon supporters, Trinity and Pueblo, and Free Enterprise with we may show forth thy praises "That's okay. We're from
Wesleyan SDSero, and Humph- Nixon. in all nations of the earth .... " Hartford High."
rey supporters all began arriving Prize Signs Next the "History of Our "Do you all support Nixon?"
three or four hours before the Our prize for the least likely Country's Flag" was presented as "Man, you kidding? He's never
candidate's scheduled address. sign went to "Nixon and Agnew the "Battle Hymn of the Bepub- done nothing for the Black Man
Those admitted first were the -Wesleyan." Not - quite - so - un- lie" played in the background. and he's just never going to.
ushers-including Conn College likely was "Yale for Nixon." Prize Miss Connecticut sang her ver- Why should we support him?"
Young Republicans and these for the most-likely Nixon sign sian of the campaign tune-not "Who do you support?"
two reporters who accompanied went to "Positively No Smoking." donated by David Merrick- No Soul
them. After the audience entered, "Nixon's the One." "Anybody who's got soul.
Ushers homemade signs appeared here Hecklers Enter Non:, of these people has got
Most of the other ushers were and there. These included Rea- It was at this time that several soul.
high school students. All were gan People love Nixon, Stop US anti-war demonstrators gained "Then what's with these usher
given Miss America style ban- Protection of Castro, We Back admittance to the hall. Students costumes?"
ners and straw hats printed in the 1960 anti-communist Nixon, from Wesleyan reported that a "We got chosen. Chosen from
red: "Nixon's the One." Even and Dump the Humph ~hich Nixon-supporter had admonished out of American Democracy
. before the people arrived the hall doesn't even rhyme), and Peace them for their irresponsible Class. And we11 probably get a
was very colorful-balloons and and Freedom. The latter sign shannanigans and told them that hundred on our grade too,"
more balloons floated around was carried by a long-haired boy he was a Wesleyan Alumnus, and "You really shouldn't wear
the floor, the ceiling and every- and followed by another boy if they did not leave the hall at those outfits, you know. What if
where in between. The Hartford who carried a sign saying ABE. once he would withdraw his that photographer over there's
Annory doesn't hold many peo- They were greeted with several pledges of financial donations to from LIFE and he puts in a big
ple, but, with its high ceilings, hundred booes and two cheers. the University. picture saying 'Black Students
it holds many thousands of bal- Pre-speaker entertainment re- Ali Nixon entered the hall the Support Ni'<on?'"
loons. fleeted Nixon's promise to win group of nearly forty demonstra- "But we don'tl"
On every fourth or fifth chair the support of the Youth of tors raised a chant for peace. "He doesn't know that What
was a sign for 'that chair's even- America. A Rock and Roll band Many men among the audience if he puts it in Life magazine?"~~~~~==,---r-~,WIIU
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I FAR EAST HOUSE15 Green StreetNew London, Conn.
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The New Place ta Ga in New London
Hot Food, Cold Drinks & Heavy on the Atmosphere
No more need to complain about having
"Nowhere to go"
OPEN EVERY NIGHTBASS WEEJUNS
W "ar;
"Hey, wow, you girls Ilea.
that? We might get our pictures
in Life magazine!" One wonders
how typical this is of the crowds
of youthful Xixon supporters.
By this point in the rally the
hecklers were producing quite a
reaction. ~earJ)' everyone in the
hall had left his seat and pushed
toward the podium. The police
demanded that the demonstra-
tors sit down, which they did.
Then the demonstrators insisted
that the police tell the rest of the
audience to sit down as well.
When the police ignored them,
they stood again and moved
hack toward the center of the
hall.
'Vorst Heckling
Later wire service reports
commented that the heckling at
Hartford was the worst ixon
had yet seen in his campaign.
A radio report said that "dozens
of hecklers from all over New
England" had gained admittance
to the hall (our count was thirty-
five). A report later Saturday
night said that ixon accused
the johnsen-Humphrey team of
bussing in the hecklers. (Perhaps
from outside a Humphrey rally?)
Repuhlicans Sing
Back on the bus returning to
New London, an anti- Nixon
Yalie was talking to his date
about the political situation. The
Young Republicans were singing
songs. "You can't say the war is
morally justified; we kill as
manv civilians as we do Viet
Cong ... " "The world is alive
with the sound of music ... "
"...keep on bombing them. \Ve've
dropped more bombs on them
than on Europe during World
War II. Millions of bombs ... "
"These are a few of my fav-or-
ite things ... " "I mean what's
more immoral, refusing to kill
innocent people with napalm, or
just accepting the draft without
thinking, . ?" "walk on, walk on,
with love in your heart, and
vou'll nev-er walk alone .... "
. Then the young republicans
sang "Where hay!' all the Flow-
ers Gone," "America the Beau-
tiful," "If 1 had a hammer: "The
Conn College AJma Mater," and
·'Di,<ie."
LEITER
(Continued from Page 2, Col. 1)
aspect of Conn which should be
represented.
Perhaps you would consider
them too noo-controvers.ia! and
too conservatively middle-of-the-
rood, but they are as much a
part of Conn College life as the
radical element which has thus
far seemed to form the body of
the paper.
Should a campus newspaper
represent only one side of stu-
dent opinions and activities? I
think not.
Joanne Terry '70
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hain 0 n't . ant to Giv
Displeased Financial Officer.
President ham is not alone m
hit ,;ew or the measure. Mrs.
HartleI' Pond, financial aid
officer, stated, 'If a student IS
eeevtcted br a court of crime,
he is not lil:elr to be on campus
an) vay. His crime has already
been judlled serious. lI'itbdrnwal
of aid is an inappropriate weapon
~aJI)· since it exempts the
rid, kids.
"The bill presents a number
of problems: ~llS. Pond com-
mented. "First of all. it is just too
vague to be workable. Also. there
is the problem of who wnuld
judge the crime 'serious' or 'sub-
stanliaDl' disruptive: .
"There is irony involved III the
situation. The Federal Govern-
ment cannot cut off aid directly
from the student. The money
would. rather. have to be re-
allocated as such by the college.
It seems that in general financial
aid officers don't want this pro-
vision anyway. It puts a respon-
ibility on us we don't particu-
larly want to assume," Mrs. Pond
tated.
Programs affected by the bill
are the 1958 ational Defense
Education Act. the Educational
An r Ideas"
Opportunity Grant program, the
Student Loan Insurance program
and the work-study program ~-
der the 1965 Higber Education
Act; and fellowship programs
under both acts.
The provision reads:
If an institution of higher edu-
cation dete'rmines after affording
notice and opportunity for. hear-
ing to an individual attending, or
employed by, such institution that
such individual -
"( I) has been .convicted by
an}' court of any onme whi~h m-
volved the use of force, disrup-
tion or the seizure of property
und~ control of such institution
to prevent officials or stude~ts
in such institution from engagmg
in their duties or pursuing their
studies, or
"(2) has willfully refused to
obey a lawful regulation or order
of such institution ... ; and that
such crime or refusal was of a
serious nature and contributed to
a substantial disruption of the ad-
ministration of such institution,
then the institution shall deny any
further payment. ... "
Passage of the measure which.
is included in a $1,300,000,000
educational grant is pending
Presidential approval.
ENTS CATHER fo< anti-
war demonstratien in Wa.sIUng·
too last faD. "Disturbance • can
result in revocation of federal
financial aid.
Spiro T. Agnew Discusses
Dissent and LawandOrder
Ed. 'ote: The following interview with Spiro Agnew is transcribed
from AD s Is ues and An wers of Sunday, September 22. Agnew
U being questioned by ABC correspondents Bob Clark and John
Oav enpOrt.
(L ' )-MR. CLARK: ome of your critics feel that, however un-
intentionally, you are in effect tilling the same territory ~hat C:eorge
Wallace is working and that you might be, without any intention at
all, fanning racial feelings.
GOVER 'OR AG EW: What IVC are really involved with here
are tbe penn. ible limits of dissent ... The only way to have an
orderly society-nnd, after all, "law and order" is a phrase that deals
with the protection of the innocent regardless of race or creed-the
people in the ghettos are more victimized by crime than anywhere
and they are interested in law and order and if the sloganeers would
stop telling them it means cracking black skulls and tell them what
it really mC3OS, we wouldn't have this trouble about it.
But [ am not going to be chased off by a phrase like "law and
order," which is a good American phrase geared to the protection of
the people within our representative system of government, just be-
cause some people who would like to be allowed to violate the law
acconling to their own dictates think it is a bad phrase.
MR. CLARK, Well, Governor, that "good American phiase," as
lOU put it, law and order, certainly isn't going to help you any in
winnfng tho ghetto vote. You said the other day, I believe in Los
Angeles, that you think you are entitled-and that was your word-
to the fegro vote. AJe)'ou going to campaign in the ghettos to get it?
GOVERNOR AG EW, I will qualify your judgment that it is
not going to help me get lbe ghetto vote. There are a lot of people
in the ghettos tbat are very frightened of the anarchists and the law
break .....
IR DAVENPORT: Grantieg that, Governor.
GOVER, ·OR AG EW: And tbey are not going to indicate how
they are going to vote until they walk into that voting booth because
frankly they are frightened and they have been intimidated to some
extenl
MR DAVE /PORT: Governor, it seems to me tbat law enforce.
ment is primarily a local and regional responsibility. I am not clear
on bow the federal government can reaDy do anything in this line,
other- than bocl< up, say, the FBI, or federal troops.
GOVElli 'OR AG EW: You know, John, tbat seems to be a popu.
lar misconception, that law enforcement is entirely a local matter.
Let me disabuse your mind of tbal
IR DAVE./PORT: I don't think it is abused, sir, but go abead.
COVERNOR ACNEW: Let me disabuse your mind of it in this
....... We do bave federal penitentiaries to house people wbo break
fedenl laws. There is a federal law against kidnapping. There are
federal laws against illegal use of narcotics, which, incidentally, pro-
duce a tremendous ~tage of crime in this country. There are
federal laws to protect the innocent wherever interstate crime is
involved.
We bave the Treasury Depw1men~ the FBI. There are federal
law eoforoement agencies. So wben you say the federal government
isn't concerned with law eof ... cemen~ I think tbat is a mistake.
MR CLARK: Well, is there an implication here, Governor, lbat a
·uon·Agnew Administratioo would be tougher- in enf ...cing federal
laws than the Johnson Administration has been?
COVER: ·OR AG, ,EW: Ycs. Any kind of laws. By setting a moral
tone that speaks out against the wave of wbat I caD pennissiveness
that is sweeping this country today, and this is lbe thing tbat lbe
citizens are concsned aboul U the people at the very lop of lbe
government can't define in lbeir own minds wbat is the conduct that
is e>pecled of the individual, bow can we expect lbern to be lalV.
a1nding?
We bave such things as "egoliated Community Ethic right here
in California, where parents sit around a table with their children
and negotiate in the labor sense the boors they must come in and
the CODl(lllllY they must keep.
I say this borders on the ridiculous. We bave got to have some
guidance by the S<H>l1Ied people in cootrol whether it be the head
of the family or the head of a business, and standards sel
(Continued from Page 4, Gol. 4)
founders of the Conservative
Party of New York.
Clarifying his refusal to en-
dorse Humphrey, Lowenstein
"will work with Humphrey sup-
porters in order to get anti-war
Democrats elected with the hope
that Humphrey can ultimately be
swayed to the dissenting side of
issues." His approach to the Viet
Nam situation calls for uncondi-
tional cessation of bombing with
subsequent talks including all
factions of Viet Nam.
Other of his proposals include
opposing any appropriations for
the war as well as abolishing the
draft.
Having organized protest let-
ters to the war in 1965, Lowen-
stein has exposed and publicized
the fraudulent nature of the 1961
Vietnamese elections.
He also met with the North
Vietnamese in Paris and the
South Vietnamese National Lib-
eration Front in Algiers to un-
cover their positions and to trans-
mit their true feelings to the
American people.
A prime mover of the Missis-
sippi Freedom Vote, Lowenstein
advocates an economically as well
as racially integrated society.
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Jill Mara '10 will serve on a
Subcommittee to evaluate the
selective service system, under
the auspices of Youth for St.
Onge. The seven member com-
mittee formed after a request
from 'Congressman William St.
Ouge (D.Conn), is composed of
a delegate from each of the ~am-
puses in the 2nd CongressIOnal
District.
Thomas A. McClain, C.S.B.,
will explore the freed~m of m~n
in his relation to God In a C~1S-
tian Science lecture to be glV~n
tonight at 7 p.m. in the Mam
Lounge of Oro.
• • •
Fashion individuality will key-
note Boutique '69, to be held In
the dance studio of Crozier Tues.
and Wed., Oct. 22 and 23 from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. N.J. Gorra (New
London), Ann Taylor (New
NEWS NOTES
Haven), Arabesque (Cambridge)
and The Virginia Shop (New
Haven) will be among the shops
coming.
• • •
• • •
Last year, 46% of the College's
undergraduates earned a record
total of nearly $11,000 by work.
ing on campus. According to the
Placement Office, 638 students
averaged 4-5 working hours per
week during the academic year,
realizing an annual average wage
of just under $120.
• • •
Students for Gruening urge all
students from Alaska to send for
their absentee ballots and to
make donations to Senator Ernest
Cruentng's campaign fund. Sen-
ator Greuning faces two hawk
opponents and has consistently
voted against all appropriations
for the war in Vietnam.
~
~
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Unlike other classics
"WestSide Story"
grows younger!.
"BEST
PICTURE!"
Winntrol
10 Academy
Awards!~,.. ,
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FIGHT
FOR
CLEAN
THEMES!
Refuse anything but Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper!
Mistakes vanish. Even fingerprints
disappear from the special surface.
An ordinary pencil eraser lets you
erase without a trace. Are you going to
stand in the way of cleanliness?
Get Eaton's Corrasable today. In light,
medium, heavy weights and
Onion Skin. lOO-sheet packets and
500·sheet ream boxes. At Stationery
Stores and Departments.
Only Eaton makes Corrasable. ®
EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND TYPEWRITER PAPER
Eaton Paper Company, Pittsfield, MassaChusetts 01201
